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AN EIGENSYSTEM APPROACH TO ANDERSON LOCALIZATION FOR
MULTI-PARTICLE SYSTEMS
BJOERN BRINGMANN AND DANA MENDELSON
Abstract. This paper revisits the proof of Anderson localization for multi-particle systems. We
introduce a multi-particle version of the eigensystem multi-scale analysis by Elgart and Klein,
which had previously been used for single-particle systems.
1. Introduction
Anderson localization [And58] is the absence of diffusion or transport in certain random media.
Both experimental and theoretical aspects of Anderson localization do not only depend on the
nature of the randomness, but also on other properties of the physical system, such as the number
of particles and the strength of their interactions. In the following, the number of particles is
denoted by N and we distinguish three categories of physical systems:
(i) single-particle systems (N “ 1),
(ii) multi-particle systems (1 ă N ă 8),
(iii) and infinite-particle systems (N Ñ8).
1.1. Single-particle systems. The standard Anderson model for a single-particle system is given
by
(1.1) H “ ´∆` λV on ℓ2pZdq.
Here, d ě 1 is the spatial dimension, ∆ is the centered, discrete Laplacian, λ ą 0 is a (large)
disorder parameter, and V “ tV pxquxPZd is a random potential. The assumptions on the random
potential V “ tV pxquxPZd commonly include the probabilistic independence of the potential at
different sites and the absolute continuity of the single-site distribution with a bounded density,
but may be less or more restrictive in individual works. In the standard model (1.1), Anderson
localization may refer to either spectral or dynamical properties of H. The Hamiltonian H is
called spectrally localized if it has a pure-point spectrum and the eigenfunctions are exponentially
localized. The Hamiltonian H is called dynamically localized if, for any x P Zd, the evolution
e´itHδx decays exponentially in space uniformly in time.
The first proofs of Anderson localization [DKS83, GMP77, KS81] were restricted to one-dimensional
models. Later proofs of Anderson localization, which also treated higher-dimensional cases, are
mostly based Aizenman and Molchanov’s fractional moment method [AM93, AEN`06] or Fröhlich
and Spencer’s multi-scale analysis [FS83, FMSS85, GK01, vDK89]. Both methods are based on
estimates of the Green’s function G corresponding to the Hamiltonian H. The Green’s function is
defined by
(1.2) Gpx, y; zq :“ xδx, pH ´ zq
´1δyyℓ2pZdq,
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where x, y P Zd and z P CzσpHq Ě CzR lies outside the spectrum of H. The Green’s function
G is used because of its desirable algebraic properties, such as the resolvent identity. After the
exponential decay of the Green’s function has been proven, the spectral and dynamical localization
of H follow from the relationship between the Green’s function and the eigenfunction correlator
(cf. [AW15, Chapter 7]). The fractional moment method proceeds through direct estimates of
Er|Gpx, y; zq|ss, where 0 ă s ă 1. A detailed introduction can be found in the textbook [AW15] or
in the survey article [Sto11]. The multi-scale analysis (MSA) is more involved but often works un-
der less restrictive conditions on the random potential. We note in particular the work of Bourgain
and Kenig [BK05] on localization near the edge of the spectrum for the Anderson-Bernoulli model
on Rd for d ě 2, the work of Ding and Smart [DS20] which establishes the analogous result on Z2,
and [LZ19] for the extension of the previous result to Z3. Instead of estimating the Green’s function
directly, the (MSA) proceeds through an induction on scales. To outline the induction procedure,
we let ΛL :“ r´L,Ls
dŞ
Z
d be the discrete cube of width 2L. The corresponding (finite-dimensional)
Hamiltonian HΛL is defined by HΛL :“ 1ΛLH1ΛL and the corresponding Green’s function GΛL is
defined as in (1.2) with H replaced by HΛL . By using the second resolvent identity, estimates
of the Green’s function GΛL at scale L can be reduced to estimates of the Green’s function GΛℓ
at a smaller scale ℓ, where L “ ℓγ and γ ą 1 is fixed. Together with an initial scale estimate,
which relies on Wegner estimates, this ultimately yields uniform estimates of GΛL in the length
scale L. For an excellent introduction to the (MSA), we refer the reader to the lecture notes [Kir07].
More recently, Elgart and Klein [EK16, EK19, EK20] developed an eigensystem multi-scale analysis
(EMSA), which provides an alternative proof of Anderson localization. Similar to the classical
(MSA), the (EMSA) uses an induction on scales. Instead of working with the Green’s function,
however, the (EMSA) directly analyzes the eigensystem of the Hamiltonian on the discrete cube
ΛL. We anticipate that these methods may be more adaptable to the many-body setting, discussed
further in Section 1.3 below, since many statements for such systems are posed in terms of the
eigenfunctions themselves. In particular, we hope that these methods may shed some light on the
infinite particle limit, which was our primary motivation for investigating this problem. Finally, it
is perhaps of interest to note that certain aspects of the (EMSA) seem to have some similarities to
techniques in nonlinear PDEs: for example, the mapping of (localized) eigenfunctions on smaller
scales to (localized) eigenfunctions on larger scales (cf. [EK16, Lemma 3.6]) is similar to the
stability theory for partial differential equations (see e.g. [Tao06, Section 3.7]). In contrast, the
resolvent identity for the Green’s function, which plays a similar role in the (MSA), seems to have
no such simple analogue.
1.2. Multi-particle systems. We define the N -particle Anderson model by
(1.3) HpNq “ ´∆pNq ` λV ` U.
Here, λ ą 0 is the disorder parameter. We define the N -particle Laplacian ∆pNq, the random
potential V : ZNd Ñ R, and the interaction potential U : ZNd Ñ R as follows:
‚ The N -particle Laplacian ∆pNq is given by
∆pNqϕpxq “
ÿ
yPZNd : }y´x}1“1
ϕpyq,
where ϕ : ZNd Ñ C and x P ZNd.
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‚ The (multi-particle) random potential V : ZNd Ñ R is given by
V pxq “
Nÿ
j“1
Vpxjq,
where V : Zd Ñ R and x “ px1, . . . , xN q P Z
Nd. The conditions on the (single-particle)
random potential V “ tVpuquuPZd will be detailed in Assumption 1.1 below.
‚ Finally, the interaction U : ZNd Ñ R is given by
Upxq “
ÿ
1ďiăjďN
Upxi ´ xjq,
where U : Zd Ñ R has finite support and x “ px1, . . . , xN q P Z
Nd.
The most essential difference between the single- and multi-particle Anderson models (1.1) and
(1.3) lies in the probabilistic dependencies of the random potential. In the single-particle setting,
V pxq and V pyq are probabilistically independent for any x, y P Zd satisfying x ‰ y. In the multi-
particle setting, however, V pxq and V pyq can be probabilistically dependent as soon as txiu
N
i“1
and tyju
N
j“1 are not disjoint, which occurs infinitely often (even for a fixed x P Z
Nd). In fact, V pxq
and V pyq are not only probabilistically dependent but identical if y is a permutation of x. To be
precise, we let SN be the symmetric group on t1, . . . , Nu. For any π P SN and x P Z
Nd, we define
πx “ pxπp1q, xπp2q, . . . , xπpNqq.
Then, it is clear from the definition of the random potential that V pxq “ V pπxq for all x P ZNd
and π P SN . The permutation invariance is not only exhibited by the random potential V , but
also by the N -particle Laplacian ∆pNq and the interaction potential U . As a consequence of the
permutation invariance, it is natural to measure decay not in the standard ℓ8-norm, but instead
in the symmetrized distance
(1.4) dSpx,yq :“ min
x,yPSN
}x´ πy}8.
The symmetrized distance dS can be viewed as a semi-metric on Z
Nd or as a metric on the quo-
tient space ZNd{SN . In some previous works, the symmetrized distance was replaced by the weaker
Hausdorff-distance (cf. [AW09]). Except for this change in the metric, the spectral and dynamical
localization of the multi-particle Hamiltonian (1.3) can be defined exactly as for single-particle
systems.
Anderson localization for the multi-particle Hamiltonian (1.3) has been proven using multi-particle
versions of both the fractional moment method [AW09, FW15] and multi-scale analysis [CBdMS11,
Chu12, Chu14, Chu15, Chu16, CS17, Chu19, CS09a, CS09b, CS14]. The main idea, which was first
used in [AW09, CS09b], is to prove Anderson localization for the multi-particle Hamiltonian (1.3)
through an induction on the number of particles. Informally speaking, the bounds on the Green’s
function or eigenfunction correlator in [AW09, CS09b] distinguish the following two scenarios: If
the particle-configuration can be separated into two sub-configurations with distant particles, the
desired conclusion follows from the induction hypothesis. If the particle-configuration cannot be
further decomposed, then all particles need to be localized near a single site and form a “quasi-
particle” (cf. [AW09, Section 1]). This case is then treated using single-particle methods. Of
course, this informal sketch is overly simplistic and the probabilistic dependencies in the random
potential turn out to be a challenge.
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In this work, we present an alternative proof of Anderson localization for the N -particle Hamil-
tonian (1.3), which is based on the eigensystem multi-scale analysis of Elgart and Klein. Instead
of striving for optimal or the most general results, we focus on accessible and simple arguments.
We first describe the assumptions on the random potential which will be used in this paper.
Assumption 1.1. Let V “ tV px;ωquxPZd be a sequence of independent, identically-distributed
random variables. We assume that the single-site distribution is given by ρpvqdv, where the density
ρ : RÑ Rě0 satisfies the following conditions:
(i) (Compact support) There exists a vmax P Rą0 such that supppρq Ď r0, vmaxs.
(ii) (Upper/lower bound) There exist ρmin, ρmax P Rą0 such that
ρmin ď ρpvq ď ρmax for all v P r0, vmaxs.
In particular, the density ρ is strictly positive on its support.
(iii) (Smoothness) The density ρ is continuously differentiable on p0, vmaxq and
}ρ1pvq1p0,vmaxqpvq}L8v pRq ă 8.
The assumptions on the random potential are physically reasonable. In particular, they include
the uniform distribution on the compact interval r0, vmaxs. We note that Assumption 1.1 excludes
the case of Bernoulli random variables, which remains open. The full strength of Assumption 1.1
is only used to obtain a regular conditional mean (see Definition 2.3 below), which may replace the
lower bound in (ii) and (iii). However, we found the current set of assumptions more accessible.
In comparison with other works on multi-particle localization, our assumptions are essentially
identical to [Chu12] but more restrictive than [AW09, CS09a, CS09b].
In order to state our main result, we also need to introduce some additional notation. For any
a P ZNd and L ą 0, we define the symmetrized N -particle cube by
(1.5) ΛLpaq ” Λ
pNq
L paq :“ tx P Z
Nd : dSpx,aq ď L
(
.
We emphasize that the side-length L ą 0 is not required to be an integer. While the cube ΛLpaq
only depends on the integer part of L, this has notational advantages once we take fractional
powers of L. In many statements below, where the center a P ZNd is not essential, we simply
write ΛL. Similar as for single-particle systems, we define the restriction of the Hamiltonian H
to the cube ΛL by HΛL “ 1ΛLH1ΛL . In order to state the next definition, we let τ P p0, 1q be a
parameter as in (1.8) below. We also denote by rσpHΛLq the multi-set containing the eigenvalues
of HΛL repeated according to their multiplicities.
Definition 1.2 (m-localizing). Let N ě 1, let ΛL “ Λ
pNq
L paq, where a P Z
Nd, x P ΛL, and m ą 0.
Then, ϕ P ℓ2pΛLq is called px,mq-localizing if }ϕ}ℓ2 “ 1 and
|ϕpyq| ď expp´m ¨ dSpy,xqq @y P ΛL : dSpy,xq ě L
τ .
The function ϕ is called m-localizing if there exists an x P ΛL such that ϕ is px,mq-localizing.
Furthermore, the cube ΛL is called m-localizing for H if there exists an orthonormal eigenbasis
pϕθ, θqθPrσpHΛL q
such that ϕθ is m-localizing for all θ P rσpHΛLq. Instead of writing that ΛL is m-localizing for H, we
sometimes simply write that HΛL is m-localizing, which places more emphasis on the Hamiltonian.
Definition 1.2 is the multi-particle version of [EK16, Definition 1.3 and Definition 1.5]. Equipped
with this definition, we can now state our main result.
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Theorem 1.3 (Anderson localization). Let d “ 1, let N ě 1, and let HpNq be the N -particle
Anderson Hamiltonian as in (1.3). Assume that the localization length m ą 0, the decay parameter
p ą 0, the initial length scale L0 ě 1, and the disorder parameter λ ą 0 satisfy
L0 ě Cpm,N, pq and λ ě Cpm,N, p, }ρ}8, L0q,
for some explicit constants. Then, we have for all L ě L0 that
(1.6) inf
aPZNd
P
`
Λ
pNq
L paq is m-localizing for H
pNq
˘
ě 1´ L´p.
Remark 1.4. In particular, in the sequel, we will define parameters τ, γ, β in Section 1.4 to be
used in the proof, and one may take the constants to be
L0 ě Cpρ,m, τ, γ, β, dq p
1
γβ
` 2
1´τγ
˚ and λ ě 2Nd}ρ}8p1` e
2mqpN !q2p2L0 ` 1q
2NdL
p˚
0 ,
where
p˚ “ CpγqγN maxpp,Ndq.
Remark 1.5. The main defect of Theorem 1.3 is the restriction to dimension d “ 1. This
restriction is only used in the proof of the covering properties (Lemma 3.3), but does not enter in
other parts of the argument. The geometric difficulties occurring in dimension d ě 2, which are a
result of the symmetrization of the cubes, are further discussed in Section 3.1 and the appendix.
While Theorem 1.3 does not explicitly contain the spectral or dynamical localization of the N -
particle Hamiltonian, both properties can be obtained as consequences of this result, as in [EK16,
Corollary 1.8]. In Theorem 1.3, we obtain polynomial tails in our probabilistic estimate. By
working with polynomial instead of exponential tails, we simplify the probabilistic aspects of the
inductive step in the length scale (Theorem 5.4).
The proof of Theorem 1.3 combines the eigensystem multi-scale analysis of [EK16, EK19, EK20]
with the induction on the number of particles from [AW09, CS09b]. The main difficulties are
tied to probabilistic dependencies in the random potential V : ZNd Ñ R, which affect the Wegner
estimate (Proposition 2.2) and the induction step (Theorem 5.4).
1.3. Infinite-particle systems. In recent years, there has been much activity and interest in
Anderson localization for many-body systems (N Ñ 8). Since a survey of this activity is well-
beyond the scope of this introduction, we refer the reader to the review articles [AP17, AAD`17]
in the physical literature and [SS15, ARNSS17] in the mathematical literature. We instead focus
on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with a random potential given by
(1.7) iBtq ´∆q ` λVq ˘ |q|
2q “ 0 pt, xq P Rˆ Zd.
The nonlinear Schrödinger equation describes the one-particle density of theN -particle Schrödinger
equation in the many-body limit (cf. [Sch13] and the references therein). The random nonlin-
ear Schrödinger equation (1.7) was studied by Bourgain and Wang [BW07, BW08], Fishman,
Krivolapov, and Soffer [FKS08, FKS09], and Wang and Zhang [WZ09]. The previous results
[WZ09] imply that, with high probability, the evolution of any localized initial data remains lo-
calized up to the time Ckλ
´k, where k ě 1 is arbitrary. However, we currently know little about
the asymptotic behavior as t Ñ 8 for general localized initial data (but refer to [BW08] for a
KAM-type result). The proofs rely on certain normal form (or symplectic) transformations, which
successively remove non-resonant terms inside the Hamiltonian. In particular, the methods are
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more closely related to the original form of the multi-scale analysis [FS83] than its later implemen-
tations (see e.g. [vDK89, Kir07]).
We hope that recent advances for both multi and infinite-particle systems can provide new insights
into the asymptotic behavior of (1.7), which was our main motivation for starting this project.
Due to its closer relation with PDE methods, we view (variations of) the eigensystem multi-scale
analysis as a useful tool in this endeavor. Additionally, during our work on this project, we were
especially intrigued by the following difference between the proofs of Anderson localization for
multi-particle Schrödinger operators (such as in [AW09, CS09b] and in this paper) and previous
results on the random nonlinear Schrödinger equation: in the multi-particle setting, the worst
dependence on the particle number N in proofs of localization is a result of summing over all
possible particle configurations inside the cube. In contrast, the worst-case in proofs of localization
for (1.7) is a “quasi-soliton”, which only has a few degrees of freedom (cf. [FKS08, p. 845]).
Consequently, one may anticipate that by combining methods from the multi- and infinite-particle
settings, one may be able to make progress on the analysis of the asymptotic behavior of (1.7).
1.4. Notation. We first choose the parameters that will be needed throughout this paper. We fix
β, τ P p0, 1q and γ ą 1 such that
(1.8) β ă γ´1 ă 1 ă γ ă 2 and max
´
γβ, γ´1
¯
ă τ ă 1.
Turning towards the geometric objects in this paper, we let Φ Ă Θ Ă ZNd be symmetric sets and
define the boundary
BΘΦ “ tpu, vq P Φˆ pΘzΦq : dSpu, vq “ 1u,
the exterior boundary
BΘexΦ “ tv P ΘzΦ : Du s.t. pu, vq P B
ΘΦu,
and the interior boundary
BΘinΦ “ tu P ΘzΦ : Dv s.t. pu, vq P B
ΘΦu.
For any r ě 1, we also define
ΦΘ,r “
 
x P Φ: dSpx,ΘzΦq ě r
(
.
Thus, ΦΘ,r contains all particle-configurations in Φ which have a symmetrized distance of at least
r to all particle configurations in ΘzΦ. The sets BΘexΦ, B
Θ
inΦ, and Φ
Θ,r are illustrated in Figure 1.1
below.
Furthermore, let x P ZNd and let 1 ď n ď N . We define the projection onto the n-th particle by
(1.9) Πnx “ xn.
We also denote the sites corresponding to the particle configurations in Θ Ă ZNd by
(1.10) ΠΘ “
Nď
n“1
ΠnΘ.
For any site u P Zd, we define the number operator Nu : Z
Nd Ñ N by
(1.11) Nupxq “ #t1 ď n ď N : xn “ uu.
Finally, we recall the geometric decomposition of the Hamiltonian given by
(1.12) HΘ “ pHΦ ‘HΘzΦq ` ΓBΘΦ.
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x1
x2
Φ
BΘinΦ
BΘexΦ
Θ
x1
x2
Φ
Φ
Θ,r r
Θ
Figure 1.1. We choose d “ 1, N “ 2, Θ “ Λ
p2q
L paq, and Φ “ Λ
p2q
L{2pbq, where L ą 0 is
unspecified. The centers a,b P Z2 are chosen so that the lower-left corners of Θ and Φ
coincide. The interior and exterior boundary are illustrated in the left diagram. The set
ΦΘ,r with r “ L{4 is illustrated in the right diagram. The boundary BΘΦ is not illustrated
here, since it is a subset of Z2 ˆ Z2 rather than Z2.
Here, ‘ denotes the direct sum and the boundary term ΓBΘΦ is defined by`
ΓBΘΦδx
˘
pyq “
#
1 if px,yq P BΘΦ or py,xq P BΘΦ,
0 else.
Acknowledgements: The authors thank Fei Feng, Rupert Frank, and Terence Tao for interesting
and helpful discussions. D. M. also thanks Carlos Kenig, Charles Smart, and Wilhelm Schlag for
prior conversations about Anderson localization.
2. Multi-particle Wegner estimates
In this section, we prove a minor variant of the multi-particle Wegner estimate from [Chu14,
Theorem 3]. In order to state the result, we first recall the notion of spectral separation for a
family of sets in ZNd. The proof of the multi-particle Wegner estimate, Proposition 2.2, requires
additional notation and is therefore placed in a separate subsection.
Definition 2.1 (Spectral separation). Let L ě 1. We call two symmetric, finite sets Θ1,Θ2 P Z
Nd
spectrally L-separated for H if
distpσpHΘ1q, σpHΘ2qq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ .
A family tΘjujPJ of finite, symmetric sets is called spectrally L-separated for H if Θj and Θj1 are
spectrally L-separated for all j, j1 P J such that
dSpΘj ,Θj1q ě 8N max
`
diamS Θj,diamS Θj1
˘
.
We note that the spectral separation distpσpHΘj q, σpHΘj1 qq ě 1{2 ¨ expp´L
βq clearly fails if the
two sets Θj and Θj1 coincide, which makes a condition on the distance between Θj and Θj1 natural.
We will eventually consider families of cubes with side-lengths comparable to ℓ, see e.g. the proof
of Theorem 5.4.
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Proposition 2.2 (Multi-particle Wegner estimate). Let L, ℓ ě 1 satisfy L “ ℓγ and let the random
potential satisfy Assumption 1.1. Let J be a finite index set and let tΘjujPJ be a family of finite,
symmetric sets satisfying diamΘj ď 20Nℓ for all j P J . Then
(2.1) P
`
tΘjujPJ is not spectrally L-separated
˘
ď CpρqNdp#J q2N12Ndℓ6Nde´
1
2
Lβ .
Before we start with the proof of Proposition 2.2, we include a short discussion of (2.1). If the
family tΘjujPJ consists only of two symmetric sets Θ1 and Θ2 satisfying dSpΘ1,Θ2q ě 80N
2ℓ,
then (2.1) estimates the probability
(2.2) P
´
distpσpHΘ1q, σpHΘ2qq ě 1{2 ¨ expp´L
βq
¯
.
However, the standard Wegner estimate (as in [Kir07, Kir08, Sto00, Weg81]) only controls
(2.3) sup
EPR
P
´
distpE, σpHΘqq ě 1{2 ¨ expp´L
βq
¯
.
In the single-particle case, estimates of (2.3) directly lead to estimates of (2.2), since the condition
dpΘ1,Θ2q ě 80ℓ implies the probabilistic independence of HΘ1 and HΘ2 . In the multi-particle case,
however, the Hamiltonians HΘ1 and HΘ2 can be probabilistically dependent even for an arbitrarily
large symmetric distance of Θ1 and Θ2. As a result, estimates of (2.2) are more difficult than
estimates of (2.3).
2.1. Regular conditional means, weak separability, and applications. In this subsection,
we prove Proposition 2.2. Since the methods here will not be used in the rest of the paper, we
encourage the reader to skip this subsection during the first reading. Given a finite set S Ď Zd,
we denote the sample mean of the random potential on S by
(2.4) xVyS :“
1
#S
ÿ
uPS
Vpuq.
For any site u P S, we further denote the fluctuations of V relative to the sample mean by
(2.5) ηu,S :“ Vpuq ´ xVyS .
We denote the σ-algebra generated by the fluctuations tηu,SuuPS by FS . Finally, we denote by
FSp¨|FSq the conditional distribution function of xVyS given FS , i.e.,
F ps|FSq :“ PpxVyS ď s|FSq.
Definition 2.3 (RCM). We say that the random potential V has a regular conditional mean if there
exist constants A1, A2 P r0,8q and b1, b2, C1, C2 P p0,8q such that for any finite subset S Ď Z
d,
the conditional distribution function F p¨|FSq satisfies
(2.6) P
´
sup
tPR
|F pt` 2s|FSq ´ F pt|FSq| ě C1p#Sq
A1sb1
¯
ď C2p#Sq
A2sb2
for all s ą 0.
The simplest example of a random potential V with a regular conditional mean is a standard
Gaussian potential. In that case, the sample mean xVyS is a Gaussian random variable with
variance p#Sq´1 which is independent of FS . Thus,
sup
tPR
|F pt` 2s|FSq ´ F pt|FSq| ď
c
2
π
p#Sq
1
2 s.
In particular, (2.6) holds with C1 “
a
2{π,A1 “ 1{2, b1 “ 1, and any choice of C2, A2, and b2. In
the next lemma, we show that Assumption 1.1 also leads to a regular conditional mean.
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x1
x2
4
4
1
1
x
πx y
Figure 2.1. We display two-particle cubes in one spatial dimension. We let x “ p4, 1q,
y “ p4, 4q, and L “ 1. If π P S2 is the permutation given by πp1q “ 2 and πp2q “ 1, we
have πx “ p1, 4q. The two-particle cube Λ
p2q
L pxq corresponds to the orange area and the
two-particle cube Λ
p2q
L pyq corresponds to the blue area.
Lemma 2.4. Assume that the random potential satisfies Assumption 1.1. Then, there exists a
constant C “ Cpρq ą 0, depending only on the single-site density ρ, such that
P
`
sup
tPR
|F pt` 2s|FSq ´ F pt|FSq| ą s
1
2
˘
ď Cpρqp#Sq6s
for all S Ď Zd and s ą 0. In particular, (2.6) is satisfied with
C1 “ 1, A1 “ 0, b1 “ 1{2, C2 “ Cpρq, A2 “ 6, and b2 “ 1.
Proof. This is a consequence of [Chu13, Theorem 4 with α “ 1{2]. The restriction on s in [Chu13,
Theorem 4] is circumvented by increasing the power of N in [Chu13, (6.5)], which makes the bound
trivial in the excluded range. 
This finishes our discussion of Definition 2.3 and its relation to Assumption 1.1. We now turn to
the more geometric aspects of the Wegner estimates.
Definition 2.5. We call two symmetric sets Θ1,Θ2 Ď Z
Nd weakly separable if there exists a set of
sites S Ď Zd and 0 ď N1 ‰ N2 ď N such that
(2.7) #t1 ď j ď N : xj P Su “ N1 and #t1 ď j ď N : yj P Su “ N2 for all px,yq P Θ1ˆΘ2.
In other words, Θ1 and Θ2 are called weakly separable if we can find a region S Ď Z
d in which
the number of particles is constant for each set Θ1 and Θ2 and differs between the two sets. An
example of two weakly separable sets is given by the two cubes ΛLpxq and ΛLpyq in Figure 2.1. In
that example, (2.7) holds with S “ t3, 4, 5u, N1 “ 1, and N2 “ 2.
In order to use Definition 2.5 in our proof of multi-particle localization, we clarify the relation
between weak separability and the symmetric distance of sets, which is done in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.6. If Θ1,Θ2 Ď Z
Nd are symmetric and satisfy
(2.8) dSpΘ1,Θ2q ě 8N maxpdiamSpΘ1q,diamSpΘ2qq,
then Θ1 and Θ2 are weakly separable.
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This is a slight generalization of [Chu14, Lemma 2.1].
Proof. The main idea behind the proof is that x,y P ZNd satisfy dSpx,yq “ 0 if and only if
Nupxq “ Nupyq for all u P Z
d. We now present a more stable version of this elementary fact.
To simplify the notation, we set L :“ maxpdiamSpΘ1q,diamSpΘ2qq. We also fix two particle-
configurations a P Θ1 and b P Θ2. We denote by Γ1, . . . ,ΓM , where 1 ď M ď N , the connected
components of
(2.9)
´ Jď
j“1
ΛLpajq
¯ Ť ´ Jď
j“1
ΛLpbjq
¯
.
For each 1 ď m ď M , we let Jmpaq and Jmpbq be the indices corresponding to the connected
component Γm. Since Γm is connected, we obtain that
diamΓm ď
ÿ
jPJmpaq
diamΛLpajq `
ÿ
jPJmpbq
diamΛLpbjq ď 4NL.
We now claim that there exists an 1 ď m ďM such that
(2.10) #Jmpaq ‰ #Jmpbq.
If not, then a and b are close in the symmetrized distance. More precisely, it holds that
dSpΘ1,Θ2q ď dSpa,bq ď max
m“1,...,M
}aJmpaq ´ bJmpbq} ď max
m“1,...,M
diampΓmq ď 4NL,
which is a contradiction. For any m as in (2.10), we define S :“ Γm, N1 :“ #Jmpaq, and
N2 :“ #Jmpbq. It remains to verify the conditions in Definition 2.5. Since the argument for Θ2 is
similar, it suffices to check for all x P Θ1 that
(2.11) #t1 ď j ď N : xj P Su “ N1.
Due to the permutation invariance of (2.11), we may assume that }x´ a}ℓ8 ď diamSpΘ1q ď L. It
then follows for all 1 ď j ď N that xj P ΛLpajq. Due to the equivalence
ΛLpajq
Ş
Γm ‰ H ô ΛLpajq Ď Γm ô j P Jmpaq,
it follows that xj P Γm if and only if j P Jmpaq. This yields
#t1 ď j ď N : xj P Su “ #t1 ď j ď N : xj P Γmu “ #Jmpaq “ N1,
which yields (2.11) and completes the proof. 
The following proposition is a minor extension of [Chu14, Theorem 3].
Proposition 2.7 (Basic multi-particle Wegner estimate). Let V be a random potential with a
regular conditional mean as in Definition 2.3 with constants Ai, bi, Ci for i “ 1, 2. Let Θ1,Θ2 Ď
Z
Nd be two finite and symmetric sets with
(2.12) dSpΘ1,Θ2q ě 8N maxpdiamSpΘ1q,diamSpΘ2qq.
For any s ą 0, it then holds that
(2.13)
PpdistpσpHΘ1q, σpHΘ2qq ď sq
ď C1p#Θ1qp#Θ2q#pΘ1
Ť
Θ2q
A1p2sqb1 ` C2#pΘ1
Ť
Θ2q
A2p2sqb2 ,
Proof. By replacing [Chu14, Lemma 8] with Lemma 2.6, the argument extends essentially verbatim
to our situation. The role of L in [Chu14, Theorem 3] is taken by #S in Definition 2.5. Since S
can always be taken as a subset of the projections ΠΘ1
Ť
ΠΘ2, we have #S ď #pΘ1
Ť
Θ2q. 
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Proposition 2.2: Using that diamΘj ď 20Nℓ for all j P J , we obtain for an absolute
constant C ě 1 that
max
jPJ
#Θj ď N !p40Nℓ` 1q
Nd ď CNN2NdℓNd.
Now, let j1, j2 P J be such that
(2.14) dSpΘj1 ,Θj2q ě 8N max
`
diamS Θj1 ,diamS Θj2
˘
.
By combining Lemma and Proposition 2.7, we obtain that
P
´
distpσpHΘj1 q, σpHΘj2 qq ď
1
2
e´L
β
¯
ď p#Θj1qp#Θj2qe
´ 1
2
Lβ ` Cpρq#pΘj1
Ť
Θj2q
6e´L
β
ď CpρqNdN12Ndℓ6Nde´
1
2
Lβ .
The desired estimate now follows from a union bound. 
3. Preparations
We provide the tools needed in the eigensystem multi-scale analysis in Section 5.
3.1. Covers. As is evident from its name, the eigensystem multiscale analysis connects multiple
scales. The notion of a cover allows us to decompose boxes at a large scale L into several boxes at
a smaller scale ℓ.
Definition 3.1. Let Λ
pNq
L pbq, b P Z
Nd, be an N -particle box. We define the cover CL,ℓ “ C
pNq
L,ℓ pbq
by
(3.1) CL,ℓ “
 
Λ
pNq
ℓ paq : a P Z
Nd and Λ
pNq
ℓ paq Ď Λ
pNq
L pbq
(
.
We further denote the centers of the cubes in CL,ℓ by ΞL,ℓ.
In the one-particle version of the eigensystem multiscale analysis [EK20], the authors rely on
suitable covers (cf. [EK20, GK06]), which contain fewer boxes but still satisfy similar covering
properties. Since we are not optimizing the different parameters in our argument, the simpler
notion of a cover as in Definition 3.1 is sufficient for our purpose. For more elementary arguments
based on covers, we refer to the excellent lecture notes by Kirsch [Kir07, Section 9].
Remark 3.2. Unfortunately, the properties of covers in the (symmetrized) multi-particle setting
are much more complicated than in the one-particle setting. While we obtained all the necessary
properties for the multi-particle multi-scale analysis in one spatial dimension, i.e., d “ 1, we
were unable to solve the geometric difficulties in dimension d ě 2. Indeed, our argument uses
the non-decreasing rearrangement of particles in Z, which has no direct analogue in higher spatial
dimensions.
We record the properties of covers used in the rest of the paper in the next lemma. In order to
not interrupt the flow of the main argument, we moved the proof into a separate appendix.
Lemma 3.3 (Properties of covers). Let d “ 1, let CL,ℓ, and let ΞL,ℓ be as in Definition 3.1. Then,
we have the following properties:
(i): The cardinality of the cover is bounded by #CL,ℓ ď p2L` 1q
Nd.
(ii): We have that
(3.2) Λ
pNq
L pbq “
ď
aPΞL,ℓ
Λ
ΛLpbq,ℓ
ℓ paq.
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x1
x2
5
5
1
1
x
πx y
S1
S2
S1 S2
Figure 3.1. We display a partially interactive and a fully interactive two-particle cube
in orange and blue, respectively. We let d “ 1, N “ 2, x “ p5, 1q, and L “ 1. We also
assume nearest neighbor interactions, that is, supppUq Ď t´1, 0, 1u. Then, the cube ΛLpxq
is partially interactive. For instance, one can take S1 “ t0, 1, 2u and S2 “ t4, 5, 6u, which
satisfy dpS1,S2q ě 2. It is clear from the picture that each particle lies in exactly one of
the sets S1 and S2. Conversely, if y “ p5, 5q, then the cube ΛLpyq is fully interactive, since
both particles separately range over the set t4, 5, 6u.
3.2. Partially and fully interactive cubes. As explained in the introduction, one of the main
differences between the one-particle and multi-particle setting lies in the probabilistic independence
of certain Hamiltonians. If N “ 1 and Θ1,Θ2 Ď Z
d satisfy dpΘ1,Θ2q ą 0, which is equivalent to
Θ1
Ş
Θ2 ­“ H , then the restricted Hamiltonians HΘ1 and HΘ2 are probabilistically independent.
If N ě 2 and Θ1,Θ2 Ď Z
Nd, however, the symmetrized distance dSpΘ1,Θ2q can be arbitrarily
large while the one-particle sites ΠΘ1 and ΠΘ2, as defined in (1.10), are overlapping. As a result,
the restricted Hamiltonians HΘ1 and HΘ2 are not probabilistically independent. In this section,
we introduce partially and fully interactive cubes, which allow us to isolate the related difficulties.
This notion appeared in earlier work of Chulaevsky and Suhov [CS09b].
Definition 3.4 (Partially and fully interactive cubes). We call a cube Λ
pNq
L pxq partially interactive
if there exist 1 ď N1, N2 ă N , where N1 ` N2 “ N , and disjoint sets S1,S2 Ď Z
d satisfying the
following conditions:
‚ distpS1,S2q ě CU , where CU “ max
uPsuppU
}u} ` 1,
‚ for all y P Λ
pNq
L pxq, it holds that
#t1 ď j ď N : yj P S1u “ N1 and #t1 ď j ď N : yj P S2u “ N2.
Conversely, we call a cube Λ
pNq
L pxq fully interactive if it is not partially interactive.
An example of a partially interactive and a fully interactive cube is displayed in Figure 3.2.
Lemma 3.5. Let L ą CU and let Λ
pNq
L pxq, Λ
pNq
L pyq be two fully interactive N -particle cubes. If
dSpx,yq ě 8NL, then ΠΛ
pNq
L pxq and ΠΛ
pNq
L pyq are disjoint subsets of Z
d.
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Proof. We first obtain a bound for the diameters of ΠΛ
pNq
L pxq and ΠΛ
pNq
L pyq. Since Λ
pNq
L pxq is
fully interactive, the union
(3.3)
Nď
j“1
!
u P Zd : }u´ xj}8 ď L` CU
)
is connected. Otherwise, we could choose S1 as one of the connected components and S2 as the
union over the cubes tu P Zd : }u´ xj}8 ď Lu which are not contained in S1. Since the union in
(3.3) is connected, we obtain that
diampΠΛLpxqq ď 2NpL` CUq ă 4NL,
by our assumption on L. Since ΛLpyq is also fully interactive, the diameter of ΠΛLpyq obeys the
same upper bound. Since dSpx,yq ě 8NL, there exist 1 ď i, j ď N such that }xi ´ yj}8 ě 8NL.
For any u P ΠΛLpxq and v P ΠΛLpyq, it follows that
(3.4) }u´ v}8 ě }xi ´ yj}8 ´ diampΠΛLpxqq ´ diampΠΛLpyqq ą 8NL´ 4NL´ 4NL “ 0.
Thus, ΠΛLpxq and ΠΛLpyq are disjoint. 
3.3. Decay estimates on localizing cubes. In this subsection, we prove that an eigenfunction
ψ on ΛL with eigenvalue µ decays over a smaller cube Λℓ as long as µ is not too close the spectrum
of the restricted Hamiltonian HΛℓ. This forms the basis of an iteration scheme over the cubes in
the cover CL,ℓ.
In the statement of the next lemma, we take rτ “ p1` τq{2.
Lemma 3.6. Let Θ Ď ZNd be symmetric and let Λℓ “ Λ
pNq
ℓ Ď Θ be m-localizing. Let ψ : Θ Ñ R
be a generalized eigenfunction for HΘ with generalized eigenvalue µ. We assume that
(3.5) distpµ, σpHΛℓqq ě
1
2
e´L
β
and ℓ ě Cpm, τ, γ, β, dqpN logp2`Nqq
1
τ .
Then, we have for m1 :“ m ¨ p1´ 3ℓ´
1´τ
2 q and all y P ΛΘ,ℓ
rτ
ℓ that
(3.6) |ψpyq| ď max
vPBΘ
ex
Λℓ
e´m
1dSpy,vq|ψpvq|.
Remark 3.7. This is the N -particle analog of [EK20, Lemma 2.2] on the spectral interval I “ R.
Without the spectral projection, however, the proof simplifies significantly.
For future use, we remark that the constant Cpm, τ, γ, β, dq can be chosen as decreasing in m.
Proof. We denote by tpϕν ,xνquνPrσpHΛℓ q the eigenfunctions and localization centers of HΛℓ . Recall
that rσpHΛℓq denotes the spectrum of HΛℓ with the eigenvalues (possibly) repeated according to
their multiplicities. For any y P ΛΘ,ℓrτℓ , we have that
(3.7) ψpyq “
ÿ
νPrσpHΛl q
xϕν , ψyϕνpyq.
We can estimate the inner product by
|xϕν , ψy| “ |µ ´ ν|
´1|xpHΘ ´ νqϕν , ψy|
“ |µ ´ ν|´1|xΓBΘΛℓϕν , ψy|
ď 2eL
β
ÿ
pu,vqPBΘΛℓ
|ϕνpuq||ψpvq|.
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After inserting this into (3.7), we obtain that
|ψpyq| ď 2eL
β
ÿ
νPrσpHΛl q
ÿ
pu,vqPBΘΛℓ
|ϕνpuq||ϕνpyq||ψpvq|
ď 2eL
β
ÿ
νPrσpHΛl q
ÿ
pu,vqPBΘΛℓ
empℓ
τ´dSpu,xνqqempℓ
τ´dSpy,xνqq|ψpvq|
ď 2eL
β
e2mℓ
τ
ÿ
νPrσpHΛl q
ÿ
pu,vqPBΘΛℓ
e´mdSpu,yq|ψpvq|
ď 2|Λℓ||B
ΘΛℓ|e
Lβemp2ℓ
τ`1q max
vPBΘ
ex
Λℓ
e´mdS py,vq|ψpvq|
ď 4NdpN !p2ℓ ` 1qNdq2eL
β
emp2ℓ
τ`1qe´pm´m
1qℓrτ ¨ max
vPBΘ
ex
Λℓ
e´m
1dSpy,vq|ψpvq|.
In the last line, we used the condition y P ΛΘ,ℓ
rτ
ℓ . In order to complete the argument, it remains to
prove that
(3.8) 4NdpN !p2ℓ ` 1qNdq2eL
β
emp2ℓ
τ`1qe´pm´m
1qℓrτ ď 1.
Using our choice of m1, we have that
pm´m1qℓrτ ě 3mℓrτ ℓ´ 1´τ2 “ 3mℓτ .
Thus, (3.8) reduces to
ℓτ ě 1`m´1
`
ℓγβ ` 2Nd logp2l ` 1q ` 2 logpN !q ` logp4Ndq
˘
.
This is implied the the condition τ ą γβ on the parameters and the lower bound on ℓ. 
3.4. Buffered cubes. When proving that a large cube ΛL is m-localizing (or m
1-localizing with
m1 close to m), we would ideally like all smaller cubes Λℓpaq in the cover CL,ℓ to be m-localizing.
Unfortunately, since we want the probability of m-localization to increase in the sidelength of the
cube, this is not possible. This problem already occurs in the one-particle setting and we refer to
the lecture notes of Kirsch [Kir07, Section 9] for a more detailed explanation. In this subsection,
which is entirely analytic, we control the influence of small “bad" regions on a larger scales. The
main idea is that the bad region should be surrounded by a buffer of good cubes.
Definition 3.8 (Buffered cubes). We call a symmetric set Υ Ď ΛL Ď Z
Nd a buffered cube in ΛL
if the following holds:
(i) Υ is of the form
Υ “ ΛRpbq
Ş
ΛL,
with b P ΛL and ℓ ď R ď L.
(ii) There exists a set of good centers GΥ Ď ΞL,ℓ, where ΞL,ℓ is as in Definition 3.1, such that the
cubes tΛℓpaquaPGΥ are m-localizing and
BΛL
in
Υ Ď
ď
aPGΥ
Λ
ΛL,ℓ
ℓ paq.
While we do not strictly require that Λℓpbq in Definition 3.8 is bad, i.e., not m-localizing, this will
be the case for most of our buffered cubes. We illustrate this definition in Figure 3.4.
We now present a short auxiliary lemma that will be used in the proof of Lemma 3.10 below. The
statement and proof are a minor modification of [EK20, Lemma 2.1].
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ΛL
Υ
Λℓpaq
Figure 3.2. We display a buffered cube Υ Ď ΛL. The large black box corresponds to ΛL
and the red region corresponds to Υ. The green boxes illustrate a subset of the localizing
boxes Λℓpaq, a P GΥ. The shaded green area displays a single symmetric localizing box.
For illustrative purposes, we accepted two differences between this illustration and our
argument. By definition, the full family tΛℓpaquaPGΥ has to contain overlapping cubes, but
the figure only shows disjoint cubes. While Υ accounts for a large portion of ΛL in the
figure, our estimates show that the buffered cubes are small compared to ΛL.
Lemma 3.9. Let Θ Ď ZNd be symmetric and let ψ be a generalized eigenfunction of HΘ with
generalized eigenvalue µ. Let Φ Ď Θ be finite and symmetric, η ą 0, and suppose
(3.9) distpµ, σpHΦqq ě η.
Then, we have the estimate
(3.10) }ψ}ℓ2pΦq ď 2Ndη
´1
´
#BΘ
ex
Φ
¯ 1
2
max
vPBΘ
ex
Φ
|ψpvq|.
Except for the weak (and necessary) non-resonance condition (3.9), Lemma 3.9 requires no infor-
mation on Θ, ψ, and µ. The lemma never yields any decay by itself, but provides a cheap way to
leave a bad region.
Proof. Since pHΘ ´ µqψ “ 0, it follows from the geometric decomposition (1.12) that
pHφ ´ µqχΦψ “ ´χΦΓBΘΦψ “ ´χΦΓBΘΦpχBΘ
ex
Φψq.
Using this, we obtain
}χΦψ}ℓ2 “ }pHΦ ´ µq
´1χΦΓBΘΦpχBΘ
ex
Φψq}ℓ2
ď }pHΦ ´ µq
´1}ℓ2Ñℓ2}ΓBΘΦ}ℓ2Ñℓ2}χBΘ
ex
Φψ}ℓ2
ď 2Ndη´1
´
#BΘexΦ
¯ 1
2
max
vPBΘ
ex
Φ
|ψpvq|. 
Lemma 3.10. Let ΛL “ ΛLpx0q, where x0 P Z
Nd, and let pψ, µq be an eigenpair for HΛL. Let
Υ Ĺ ΛL be an m-buffered cube and suppose that
distpµ, σpHΥqq ě
1
2
e´L
β
and min
aPGΥ
distpµ, σpHΛℓpaqqq ě
1
2
e´L
β
.
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Further assume that
ℓ ě Cpm, τ, γ, β, dqpN logp2`Nqq
1
τ .
Then, we have for m1 “ mp1´ 3ℓ
1´τ
2 q that
(3.11) max
yPΥ
|ψpyq| ď e´
m1
2
ℓmax
aPGΥ
max
vPB
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq
|ψpvq|.
This is the N -particle analog of [EK20, Lemma 2.4]. The precise form of the decay in (3.11) is
inessential. It is only important that the pre-factor is bounded by 1{2, say, which prevents repeated
(or infinitely many) visits to the buffered cubes.
Proof. From Lemma 3.9, we obtain that
max
yPΥ
|ψpyq| ď 4Nd eL
β
|BΛLex Υ|
1
2 max
uPB
ΛL
ex Υ
|ψpuq| ď 4NdeL
β
|ΛL|
1
2 max
uPB
ΛL
ex Υ
|ψpuq|.
From the definition of a buffered cube, we have that u P ΛΛL,ℓℓ pauq for some au P GΥ. From the
lower bound on ℓ and Lemma 3.6, it follows that
max
yPΥ
|ψpyq| ď 4NdeL
β
|ΛL|
1
2 e´m
1ℓ max
vPB
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq
|ψpvq|.
It therefore remains to prove that
4NdeL
β
|ΛL|
1
2 e´
m1
2
ℓ ď 1.
Using the definition of m1 and that ℓ ě 6
2
1´τ , we obtain m1 ě m{2. Thus, it suffices to show that
m
4
ℓ ě ℓγβ `
1
2
logpN !q `
Nd
2
logp2ℓγ ` 1q ` logp4Ndq.
Since γβ ă 1, this follows from the lower bound on ℓ. 
4. Initial Step
In this section, we proceed with the initial step of the eigenfunction multi-scale analysis, and in
particular, we establish a localization estimate for an initial scale, ℓ. We record the main result of
this section in the following.
Proposition 4.1. Let ℓ ě 1, let m ą 0, let δ ą 0, and assume that the disorder parameter, λ,
satisfies
λ ě 2Nd}ρ}8p1` e
mq pN !q2 p2ℓ` 1q2Nd δ´1.
Then, we have
(4.1) inf
aPZNd
PtΛ
pNq
ℓ paq is m-localizing for Hu ě 1´ δ.
Remark 4.2. In our application of this proposition, we will in fact take δ to be ℓ´c, for some
exponent c ” cpNq ą 0, and hence we see from the statement that by taking λ sufficiently large, we
can ensure c " 1.
The previous proposition should be compared to [EK16, Prop 4.2]. In order to establish Proposi-
tion 4.1, we will prove Lemma 4.4, which should be compared with [EK16, Lemma 4.4]. Lemma 4.4
states that under a certain separation condition on the potential, recorded in (4.2) below, we have
the required eigenfunction decay. The argument for this lemma will be purely analytic, and not
rely on any probabilistic estimates. Proposition 4.1 will then follow from establishing bounds for
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the probability of the event that the separation condition holds. The difference between the single
and multi-particle setting lies in the permutation invariance of the Hamiltonian, which leads to a
degenerate spectrum.
We first present the analytic portion of the initial scale estimate. This part of the argument is
based on Gershgorin’s disc theorem, which we now recall.
Lemma 4.3 (Gershgorin’s disc theorem). Let A “ pajkq
n
j,k“1 P C
nˆn be a complex matrix. For all
1 ď j ď n, we define Rj :“
ř
1ďkďn : k‰j |ajk|. Then, the eigenvalues of A are contained in
nď
j“1
tz P Cn : |z ´ ajj| ď Rju.
We now establish the analytic lemma. To simplify the notation, we write x π y for any x,y P Z
Nd
satisfying x ‰ πy for all π P SN .
Lemma 4.4. Let Θ Ď ZNd be finite and symmetric, let η ą 4Nd, and assume for any x,y P Θ
satisfying x π y that
(4.2) |pλV pxq ` Upxqq ´ pλV pyq ` Upyqq| ě η.
Then, for all normalized eigenfunctions ϕ P ℓ2pΘq there exists an x P Θ such that
(4.3) |ϕpyq| ď
´ 2Nd
η ´ 2Nd
¯minπPSN }y´πx}1
for all y P Θ.
Proof. For any x P Θ, we define the Gershgorin disc Dx by
(4.4) Dx :“ tz P C : |z ´ pλV pxq ` Upxqq| ď 2Ndu.
From Gershgorin’s disc theorem, we obtain that
(4.5) σpHΘq Ď
ď
xPΘ
Dx.
Let ϕ P ℓ2pΘq be a normalized eigenfunction of HΘ with eigenvalue µ. From (4.5), we see that
µ P Dx for some x P Θ. From the assumption (4.2), it follows for all y P Θ satisfying y π x that
|µ´ pλV pyq ` Upyqq| ě |pλV pxq ` Upxqq ´ pλV pyq ` Upyqq| ´ 2Nd ě η ´ 2Nd.
We obtain for all y P Θ satisfying y π x that
(4.6)
|ϕpyq| “ |xδy, ϕy|
“ |pµ ´ λV pyq ´ Upyqq|´1|xpHΘ ´ λV pyq ´ Upyqqδy, ϕy|
ď pη ´ 2Ndq´1
ÿ
zPΘ:
}z´y}1“1
|ϕpzq|
ď
2Nd
η ´ 2Nd
max
zPΘ:
}z´y}1“1
|ϕpzq|.
We obtain (4.3) by iterating (4.6) until we reach the orbit SNx “ tπx : π P SNu. 
Having established Lemma 4.4, all that remains is establishing the aforementioned probabilistic
bounds, which we turn to now.
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Proof of Proposition 4.1: Let η :“ p1 ` emq2Nd ą 4Nd. Using Lemma 4.4, it remains to prove
that the separation condition (4.2) is satisfied with probability at least 1´δ. We recall from (1.11)
that the number operator Nu : Z
Nd Ñ N, where u P Zd, is given by
(4.7) Nupxq “ #t1 ď j ď N : xj “ uu.
Using this notation, we can rewrite the random potential V pxq as
(4.8) V pxq “
ÿ
uPZd
VpuqNupxq.
For any pair of particle-configurations x,y P ZNd satisfying x π y, it holds that Nwpxq ‰ Nwpyq
for some w P Zd. After splitting
λpV pxq ´ V pyqq ` pUpxq ´ Upyqq “: λVpwqpNwpxq ´Nwpyqq `A,
this yields
P
´
|pλV pxq ` Upxqq ´ pλV pyq ` Upyqq| ă η
¯
“ E
”
P
´
|λVpwqpNwpxq ´Nwpyqq `A| ă η
ˇˇˇ
tV puquu‰w
¯ı
ď
}ρ}8η
λpNwpxq ´Nwpyqq
ď λ´1}ρ}8η.
By using a union bound, we obtain that
P
´
Dx,y P Λℓpaq : x π y and |pλV pxq ` Upxqq ´ pλV pyq ` Upyqq| ă η
¯
ď λ´1}ρ}8η p#Λℓpaqq
2
ď λ´12Nd}ρ}8p1` e
mq pN !q2p2ℓ` 1q2Nd.
Due to the assumption on λ, this yields the desired estimate. 
5. Inductive Step
A complication of the current work compared to the single particle setting of [EK16] is that in
addition to inducting on the scales, we need to induct on the particle number. We first address the
latter problem, with an approach which should be compared to [CS09b]. We will use the following
proposition to treat the case of partially interactive boxes, which will handle one of the scenarios
we need to address in the proof of Theorem 5.4 below.
Proposition 5.1 (Induction step in the particle number n). Let N ě 2, let pppnqqn“1,...,N´1 Ď
r1,8q, let L ě 2, and assume for all 1 ď n ď N ´ 1 that
(5.1) inf
x0PZnd
P
´
Λ
pnq
L px0q is m-localizing
¯
ě 1´ L´ppnq.
If Λ
pNq
L pxq is partially interactive, we have that
P
´
Λ
pNq
L pxq is m-localizing
¯
ě 1´ L´rppNq, where rppNq :“ min
1ďnďN´1
ppnq ´
logp2q
logpLq
.
Remark 5.2. In applications of this proposition, we will choose the disorder parameter λ in
Proposition 4.1 large enough to ensure that ppnq, and hence p˜pNq, is sufficiently large.
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Remark 5.3. The idea behind the proof is that a partially interacting N -particle cube can be split
into non-interacting cubes with fewer particles. The N -particle eigensystem can then be obtained
as a tensor product of the eigensystems with fewer particles. Unfortunately, the symmetrization of
the cube makes the implementation of this idea slightly cumbersome.
Proof. Let N1, N2,S1, and S2 be as in Definition 3.4. Using the permutation invariance of the
HamiltonianHpNq and the cube Λ
pNq
L pxq, we may assume that x1, . . . , xN1 P S1 and xN1`1, . . . , xN P
S2. For any J Ď t1, . . . , Nu with #J “ N1, we define
(5.2) p1S1 bJ 1S2qpyq :“
ź
jPJ
1S1pyjq ¨
ź
jPJ c
1S2pyjq.
We note that different sets J lead to disjoint supports in (5.2). Since Λ
pNq
L pxq is partially interac-
tive, it follows from Definition 3.4 that
1 “
ÿ
J
p1S1 bJ 1S2qpyq.
This leads to the orthogonal decomposition
(5.3) ℓ2pΛLpxqq “
à
J
ℓ2J pΛLpxqq :“
à
J
!
ϕ P ℓ2pΛLpxqq : p1S1 bJ 1S2qϕ “ ϕ
)
.
The subspace ℓ2J pΛLpxqq contains wave-functions ϕ supported on particle configurations y P ΛLpxq
with yj P S1 for all j P J and yj P S2 for all j P J
c. The operator H
pNq
ΛLpxq
leaves each subspace
ℓ2J pΛLpxqq invariant and we can decompose
(5.4) H
pNq
ΛLpxq
“
à
J
H
pJ q
ΛLpxq
, where H
pJ q
ΛLpxq
“ H
pNq
ΛLpxq
ˇˇˇ
ℓ2
J
pΛLpxqq
.
The eigensystems of H
pNq
ΛLpxq
can then be obtained as a union of the eigensystems of H
pJ q
ΛLpxq
.
Let now J0 :“ t1, . . . , N1u, and for each J , we fix a permutation πJ P SN satisfying πJ pJ q “ J0.
With this notation, we have that
πJ ℓ
2
J pΛLpxqq “ ℓ
2
J0
pΛLpxqq and πJ ˝H
pJ q
ΛLpxq
˝ πJ “ H
pJ0q
ΛLpxq
.
Thus,
H
pJ q
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing ðñ H
pJ0q
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing
Together with the decomposition (5.4), it follows that H
pNq
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing if and only if H
pJ0q
ΛLpxq
is localizing. Consequently, recalling the definition of m-localizing for operators and boxes, see
Definition 1.2, it follows that
P
´
Λ
pNq
L pxq is m-localizing
¯
“ P
´
H
pNq
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing
¯
(5.5)
ě P
´
H
pJ0q
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing
¯
.
We will now establish bounds on the latter probability. Since J0 “ t1, . . . , N1u, we have from the
Definition 3.4 that
ℓ2J0pΛ
pNq
L pxqq “ ℓ
2pΛ
pN1q
L pxJ0qq b ℓ
2pΛ
pN2q
L pxJ c0 qq
and
H
pJ0q
Λ
pNq
L
pxq
“
´
H
pN1q
Λ
pN1q
L
pxJ0 q
b Id
¯
`
´
IdbH
pN2q
Λ
pN2q
L
pxJ c
0
q
¯
.
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Since the eigensystem for H
pJ0q
Λ
pNq
L
pxq
can be written as a tensor product of the eigensystems of the
two operators on the right, we can estimate
(5.6) P
´
H
pJ0q
ΛLpxq
is m-localizing
¯
ě P
´
H
pN1q
Λ
pN1q
L
pxJ0 q
and H
pN2q
Λ
pN2q
L
pxJ c
0
q
are m-localizing
¯
.
Thus by combining (5.5), (5.6), and the induction hypothesis, we obtain that
P
´
Λ
pNq
L pxq is m-localizing
¯
ě 1´ L´ppN1q ´ L´ppN2q,
which yields the desired estimate. 
The following is the main inductive step, and constitutes the bulk of the work of this section.
Theorem 5.4 (Induction step in the scale ℓ). Let d “ 1 and let pppnqqn“1,...,N Ď r1,8q be a
decreasing sequence satisfying
´2
γ
´ 1
¯´1
p4Nd ` 2q ď ppNq and ppnq ď
1
γ
`
ppn´ 1q ´ 1
˘
´ 2nd´ 2 for all 2 ď n ď N.
(5.7)
Let
ℓ0 :“ ℓ0pN, pppnqqn“1,...,N q “ Cpρ,m, τ, γ, β, dq max
n“1,...,N
´
n` ppnq
¯ 1
γβ
` 2
1´τγ
,
and suppose that for some scale ℓ ě ℓ0 and all 1 ď n ď N that
inf
x0PZnd
PtΛ
pnq
ℓ px0q is m-localizing for Hu ě 1´ ℓ
´ppnq,(5.8)
Then, we have for L “ ℓγ and all 1 ď n ď N that
inf
x0PZnd
PtΛ
pnq
L px0q is M -localizing for Hu ě 1´ L
´ppnq,(5.9)
where M :“ mp1´ 3ℓ´
1´τ
2 qp1´ 250N2ℓ1´τγq.
Remark 5.5. We emphasize that in (5.8), n is allowed to be N because we are currently in-
ducting on the length scale and not the particle number. We also mention that the constant
C “ Cpρ,m, τ, γ, β, dq can be chosen as decreasing in m.
Proof. We only prove (5.9) for n “ N . After minor notational changes, the same argument also
applies for 1 ď n ă N .
Suppose (5.8) holds for some scale ℓ. Fix x0 P Z
Nd and consider ΛLpx0q for L as in the statement
of the theorem. We will prove that (5.9) holds in five steps. Throughout, we let CL,ℓ be an ℓ-cover
of ΛLpx0q as in Definition 3.1 and let ΞL,ℓ be the corresponding centers.
Step 1: Definition of the good event E. The good event E will lead to localization on ΛL
and will satisfy the probabilistic bound PpEq ě 1 ´ L´ppNq for some ppNq. We define E :“
EPI
Ş
EFI
Ş
ENR, where the three events contain conditions on partially interactive cubes, conditions
on fully interactive cubes, and a non-resonance condition, respectively.
We first define the good event for partially interactive cubes by
(5.10) EPI :“
!
all partially interactive cubes in CL,ℓ are m-localizing
)
.
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Second, we define the good event for fully interactive cubes by
(5.11)
EFI :“
!
For all a1,a2 P ΞL,ℓ satisfying dSpa1,a2q ě 8Nℓ and such that Λℓpa1q and Λℓpa2q
are fully interactive, either Λℓpa1q or Λℓpa2q is m-localizing
)
.
Finally, we define the good event regarding non-resonances by
(5.12)
ENR :“
!
For all a1,a2 P ΞL,ℓ satisfying dSpa1,a2q ě 200N
2ℓ,
Θ1 “ Λℓpa1q or Θ1 “ Λ10Nℓpa1q
Ş
ΛL, and Θ2 “ Λℓpa2q or Θ2 “ Λ10Nℓpa2q
Ş
ΛL,
it holds that distpσpHΘ1q, σpHΘ2qq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´L´β
)
.
Step 2: Estimate of the probability of the bad set. In this step, we separately estimate
the probabilities of EPI, EFI, and ENR.
We first estimate the probability of EPI. We mention that in the single-particle setting, i.e., N “ 1,
there are no partially interactive cubes, and hence PpEcPIq “ 0 holds trivially. If N ě 2, it follows
from Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 5.1 that
PpEcPIq ď p2L` 1q
Ndℓ´rppNq ď L2Nd´ rppNqγ ď 1
3
L´ppNq,
provided that
(5.13) rppNq ě γpppNq ` 2Nd` 2q.
We now estimate the probability of EFI. Let a1,a2 P ΞL,l be as in the definition of EFI, that is,
such that dSpa1,a2q ě 8Nℓ and such that Λℓpa1q and Λℓpa2q are fully interactive. By Lemma 3.5,
it follows that ΠΛℓpa1q and ΠΛℓpa2q are disjoint. As a result, the random operators HΛℓpa1q and
HΛℓpa2q are probabilistically independent. From a union bound and the induction hypothesis (5.8),
we obtain that
PpEcFIq ď
ÿ
a1,a2PΞL,l :
ΠΛℓpa1q,ΠΛℓpa2q
are disjoint
P
`
tBoth Λℓpa1q and Λℓpa2q are not m-localizingu
˘
ď
ÿ
a1,a2PΞL,l
P
`
tΛℓpa1q is not m-localizingu
˘
¨ P
`
tΛℓpa2q is not m-localizingu
˘
ď p#ΞL,ℓq
2ℓ´2ppNq ď L4Nd´
2
γ
ppNq ď
1
4
L´ppNq,
provided that
(5.14) ppNq ě
´ 2
γ
´ 1
¯´1
p4Nd` 2q.
As mentioned in Remark 5.2, the disorder parameter λ can be chosen so as to ensure that we can
make p˜pNq arbitrarily large, and hence ppNq can be guaranteed to satisfy the two conditions (5.13)
and (5.14) simultaneously.
It remains to estimate the probability of ENR. Using the multi-particle Wegner estimate, i.e.,
Proposition 2.2, we have that
PpEcNRq ď Cpρq
Ndp2#ΞL,ℓq
2N12Ndℓ6Nde´
1
2
Lβ ď CpρqNdN12NdL8Nde´
1
2
Lβ ď
1
3
L´ppNq,
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provided that
(5.15)
1
2
Lβ ě ppNq logpLq `Nd
´
logpCpρqq ` 12 logpNq ` 8 logpLq
¯
` logp3q.
The last condition (5.15) follows from our lower bound on ℓ.
Step 3: Buffered cubes, good cubes, and spectral separation. For the rest of this proof,
we only work on the good event E . There exists a b P ΞL,ℓ such that for all a P ΞL,ℓ satisfying
dSpa,bq ě 8Nℓ, the cube Λℓpaq is m-localizing. We define the set of centers for good cubes by
(5.16) G :“ ta P ΞL,ℓ : dSpa,bq ě 8Nℓu.
We also define the buffered subset Υ and the associated set of good cubes GΥ in the buffer by
(5.17) Υ :“ Λ10Nℓpbq
Ş
ΛL, and GΥ “ ta P ΞL,ℓ : 8Nℓ ď dSpa,bq ď 12Nℓu.
We now verify that Υ and GΥ satisfy the conditions in Definition 3.8. The property (i) is immediate.
To prove (ii), let y P BΛLin Υ. By the covering lemma 3.3, there exists an a P ΞL,ℓ such that
y P ΛΛL,ℓℓ paq Ď Λℓpaq.
Since dSpy,bq “ 10Nℓ, we obtain that 9Nℓ ď dSpa,bq ď 11Nℓ, which implies a P GΥ.
From the covering lemma 3.3, we also obtain that
(5.18) ΛL “
´ ď
aPG
Λ
ΛL,ℓ
ℓ paq
¯ Ť
Υ.
We then define
(5.19) CL,ℓ :“ tΛℓpaquaPG
Ť
tΥu.
We view CL,ℓ as a modification of the cover CL,ℓ, which retains most (but not necessarily all) of
the cubes and adds the buffered cube Υ. We will refer to elements of CL,ℓ by Θ, which allows us to
uniformly treat Λℓpaq and Υ in some arguments below. From the definition of ENR Ě E , it follows
that CL,ℓ is spectrally L-separated, see Definition 2.1. In contrast to [EK20], we only require a
single buffered cube Υ. This is an advantage of working with polynomial instead of exponential
tails in the probabilistic estimates.
Step 4: Proximity of the eigenvalues at the scales L and ℓ. We let µ be an eigenvalue of
HΛL . In this step, we show that there exists a Θµ P CL,ℓ such that
(5.20) distpµ, σpHΘµqq ă
1
2
e´L
β
.
Arguing by contradiction, we assume that distpµ, σpHΘqq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ for all Θ P CL,ℓ. We let ψ
be a normalized eigenfunction of HΛL with the eigenvalue µ. Due to the normalization, we have
that }ψ}ℓ8 ď }ψ}ℓ2 “ 1. We claim that this can be upgraded to
(5.21) }ψ}ℓ8 ď expp´
m1
2
ℓq.
Once the claim (5.21) has been established, the lower bound on ℓ leads to
}ψ}2ℓ2 ď N !p2L` 1q
Nd expp´
m1
2
ℓq ă 1,
which is a contradiction.
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To see the claim (5.21), we let y P ΛL be arbitrary. Using the covering property (5.18), it follows
that either y P ΛΛL,ℓℓ paq for some a P G or that y P Υ.
If y P ΛΛL,ℓℓ paq, it follows from the lower bound on ℓ, τ ą γβ, Lemma 3.6, and the spectral
separation dpµ, σpHΛℓpaqqq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ that
|ψpyq| ď max
vPB
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq
e´m
1dSpv,yq|ψpvq| ď e´m
1ℓ{2
If y P Υ, we similarly obtain from distpµ, σpHΥqq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ , distpµ, σpHΛℓpaqqq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ for
all a P GΥ Ď G, and Lemma 3.10 that
|ψpyq| ď e´
m1
2
ℓmax
aPGΥ
max
vPB
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq
|ψpvq| ď e´
m1
2
ℓ.
This completes the proof of the claim (5.21) and hence this step.
Step 5: M-localization. Similar as in Step 4, we let pψµ, µq be a normalized eigenpair of HΛL .
It remains to show that there exists a xµ P ΛL such that ψµ is pxµ,Mq-localized, i.e.,
(5.22) |ψµpyq| ď e
´MdSpy,xµq
for all y P ΛL satisfying dSpy,xµq ě L
τ . By Step 4, there exists a region Θµ P CL,ℓ such that
distpµ, σpHΘµqq ď 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ . Since CL,ℓ is spectrally L-separated and each set in CL,ℓ has a
diameter of at most 20Nℓ, it follows that
(5.23) distpµ, σpHΘqq ě
1
2
e´L
β
@Θ P CL,ℓ s.t. dSpΘ,Θµq ě 160N
2ℓ.
We choose any particle-configuration xµ P Θµ as our localization center. Now, let y0 “ y P ΛL
satisfy dSpy0,xµq ě 200N
2ℓ. Due to the lower bound on ℓ, this assumption is (much) weaker than
the assumption dSpy0,xµq ě L
τ for (5.22). By the covering property (5.18), we have y0 P Λ
ΛL,ℓ
ℓ paq
for some a P G or y0 P Υ. We then set Θ “ Λℓpaq or Θ “ Υ, respectively. Since diamSpΘq ď 20Nℓ,
it follows that
dSpΘ,Θµq ě dSpy0,Θµq ´ diamSpΘq ě 200N
2ℓ´ 20Nℓ ě 160N2ℓ.
Thus, it follows from the spectral separation of CL,ℓ that distpµ, σpHΘqq ě 1{2 ¨ e
´Lβ . Next, we
apply the decay estimates for good and buffered cubes.
If Θ “ Λℓpaq, and hence y0 P Λ
ΛL,ℓ
ℓ paq it follows from Lemma 3.6 that
(5.24) |ψpy0q| ď e
´m1dSpy0,y1q|ψpy1q|
for some y1 P B
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq. We call this scenario a good step. In particular, since y0 P Λ
ΛL,ℓ
ℓ paq, it
follows that dSpy0,y1q ě ℓ and hence |ψpy0q| ď 1{2 ¨ |ψpy1q|.
If Θ “ Υ, and hence y0 P Υ, it follows from Lemma 3.10 that
(5.25) |ψpy0q| ď e
´m
1ℓ
2 max
aPGΥ
max
vPB
ΛL
ex Λℓpaq
|ψpvq| ď
1
2
|ψpy1q|,
where y1 P rΥ :“ tv P ΛL : dSpv,Υq ď 2Nℓu. We call this scenario a bad step.
By iterating this procedure, see Figure 5, we generate a final iteration index K and a sequence of
particle configurations pykq
K
k“0 satisfying the following properties:
(i) y0 “ y,
(ii) dSpyk,xµq ě 200N
2ℓ for all 0 ď k ď K ´ 1 and dSpyK ,xµq ă 200N
2ℓ.
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y0
ΛL
Λℓpxµq
Λℓpbq
Figure 5.1. We illustrate the iteration scheme which generates the sequence pykq
K
k“0.
The bad cube Λℓpbq, which is inside the buffered cube Υ, is displayed in red. The cube
Λℓpxµq is displayed in blue. The good and bad steps in the iteration are displayed in green
and orange, respectively. Certain pre-factors, such as 200N2 in (ii) below, are ignored in
this figure for illustrative purposes.
(iii) If yk R Υ and 0 ď k ď K ´ 1, then dSpyk,yk`1q ě ℓ and
(5.26) |ψpykq| ď e
´m1dSpyk,yk`1q|ψpyk`1q|.
We then call the k-th iteration step good.
(iv) If yk P Υ and 0 ď k ď K ´ 1, then yk`1 P rΥ and
(5.27) |ψpykq| ď
1
2
|ψpyk`1q|.
We remark that the final index K is well-defined, i.e., the iteration stops after finitely many steps,
since both (5.26) and (5.27) gain at least a factor of 1{2.
Since all bad steps occur in rΥ, we obtain that
(5.28)
ÿ
0ďkďK´1:
k-th step is good
dSpyk,yk`1q ě dSpxµ,yq ´ dSpx,yKq ´ diamprΥq ě dSpxµ,yq ´ 250N2ℓ.
Using the a-priori estimate |ψpyKq| ď 1, we obtain that
(5.29) |ψpyq| ď exp
´
´m1
ÿ
0ďkďK´1:
k-th step is good
dSpyk,yk`1q
¯
ď exp
´
´m1pdSpxµ,yq ´ 250N
2ℓq
¯
.
If dSpy,xµq ě L
τ , then (5.29) and our definition of M implies that
(5.30) |ψpyq| ď expp´pm1 ´MqLτ ` 250m1N2ℓq expp´MdSpy,xµqq “ expp´MdSpy,xµqq.
This completes the proof of (5.22) and hence the proof of the theorem. 
6. Proof of main theorem
We now prove the main result, Theorem 1.3.
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Proof. The proof proceeds through an induction on the length scales. We will not induct on the
number of particles here, which was previously done in Proposition 5.1 and the proof of Theorem
5.4. Before we start the induction, however, we need to choose a sequence of decay parameters
pppnqqNn“1, length scales pLkq
8
k“0, and (inverse) localization lengths pmkq
8
k“0. Our choices are
motivated by the conditions in Theorem 5.4.
The decay parameters pppnqqNn“1 are defined through a backwards recursion: We set
ppNq :“ max
´
p,
´ 2
γ
´ 1
¯´1
p4Nd ` 2q
¯
and for all 2 ď n ď N we define
ppn´ 1q “ γ
`
ppnq ` 2nd` 2
˘
` 1.
By iterating the definition, we obtain the upper bound
max
1ďnďN
ppnq ď 20max
´
pγ ´ 1q´1,
´ 2
γ
´ 1
¯´1¯
γN maxpp,Ndq ď p˚{2.
Turning to the length scales pLkq
8
k“0, we recall that the initial length scale L0 is part of the
statement of Theorem 5.4. Due to our assumption, the initial length scale satisfies
(6.1) L0 ě Cpρ,m, τ, γ, β, dq max
1ďnďN
´
n` ppnq
¯ 1
γβ
` 2
1´γ
,
where the constant C is as in Theorem 5.4. The remaining length scales Lk, where k ě 1, are then
defined through the (forward) recursion Lk “ L
γ
k´1.
We now turn to the localization lengths pmkq
8
k“0. With m ą 0 as in the statement of the theorem,
we define
m0 “ 2m and mk “ mk´1
`
1´ 3L
´ 1´τ
2
k´1
˘`
1´ 250N2L1´τγk´1
˘
for all k ě 1.
Due to our choice of m0, the length scales pLkq
8
k“0, and the (large) constant C “ Cpρ,m, τ, γ, β, dq,
all three factors in the recursion formula are positive and mk ě m for all k ě 0.
We now prove by a induction on k ě 0 that
(6.2) inf
x0PZnd
PtΛ
pnq
L px0q is mk-localizing for Hu ě 1´ L
´ppnq
k for all 1 ď n ď N.
Base case (in the length scale): k “ 0. Due to our assumption on the disorder parameter λ, we
have for all 1 ď n ď N that
λ ě 2nd}ρ}8p1` e
m0qpn!q2p2L0 ` 1q
2ndL
ppnq
0 .
Thus, (6.2) with k “ 0 follows from Proposition 4.1.
Induction step (in the length scale): k ´ 1Ñ k. Due to our choice of pppnqqn“1,...,N , the condition
(5.7) in Theorem 5.4 is satisfied. The induction step then follows from the lower bound (6.1) and
Theorem 5.4 with pℓ, L,m,Mq replaced by pLk´1, Lk,mk´1,mkq.
This completes the proof of our claim (6.2). The claim (6.2) almost yields (1.6) in Theorem
1.3, except that the length scale L is currently restricted to the discrete sequence pLkq
8
k“0. This
restriction can essentially be removed as in Section [EK16, Section 4.3]. Since [EK16, Section 4.3]
uses exponential instead of polynomial tails, we mention that p in the derivation of (6.2) has to
be replaced by p` 4Nd, but omit all other details. 
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Appendix A. Non-decreasing rearrangement and properties of covers
Before we prove the covering properties, we provide a more convenient representation of the sym-
metrized distance.
Definition A.1 (Non-decreasing rearrangement). Let x P ZN . We define px P ZN as the unique
vector satisfying pxj ď pxj`1 for all j “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1 and px “ πx for some π P SN . We call px the
non-decreasing rearrangement of x. Furthermore, we call x P ZN non-decreasing if x “ px.
Definition A.1 heavily depends on the natural order on Z and has no (exact) analogue in Zd for
d ě 2. The next lemma characterizes the symmetrized distance of x and y in terms of their
non-decreasing rearrangements.
Lemma A.2. Let N ě 2 and let x,y P ZN . Then, it holds that
(A.1) dSpx,yq “ }px´ py}8.
Proof. Due to the permutation invariance of the identity (A.1), we may assume that x and y are
non-decreasing. Then, the identity (A.1) is equivalent to
(A.2) }x´ πy}8 ě }x´ y}8 @π P SN .
We proceed by induction on the particle number N ě 2.
Base case: N “ 2. Since (A.2) clearly holds if π equals the identity, the base case reduces to
maxp|x1 ´ y2|, |x2 ´ y1|q ě maxp|x1 ´ y1|, |x2 ´ y2|q.
Using the symmetry in x and y, we can further reduce (A.2) to
(A.3) maxp|x1 ´ y2|, |x2 ´ y1|q ě maxpx1 ´ y1, x2 ´ y2q.
Using that x and y are non-decreasing, (A.3) follows directly from
x1 ´ y1 ď x2 ´ y1 and x2 ´ y2 ď x2 ´ y1.
Induction step: N ´ 1Ñ N . We further split the induction step into two cases.
Case 1: πpNq “ N . This case easily follows from the induction hypothesis. Indeed, let rx “
px1, . . . , xN´1q, ry “ py1, . . . , yN´1q, and let rπ P SN´1 be the restriction of π to t1, . . . , N ´ 1u.
Using the induction hypothesis, we obtain that
}x´ πy}8 “ maxp}rx´ rπry}8, |xN ´ yN |q ě maxp}rx´ ry}8, |xN ´ yN |q “ }x´ y}8.
Case 2: πpNq ‰ N . In this case, the largest entry of πy is not in the N -th coordinate. The idea
is to iterate the base case (N “ 2) to move the largest entry into the N -th coordinate, which then
allows us to use Case 1. To be more precise, let j “ πpNq. For any j ă k ď N , we let τk P SN be
the transposition of k ´ 1 and k. We set πj :“ π and πk :“ τk ˝ πk´1 for any j ă k ď N . From
πpNq “ j, it follows that πkpNq “ k. Since y is non-decreasing, we easily see from the definitions
that
pπk´1yqk´1 “ pπjyqj “ pπyqj “ yN ě pπk´1yqk.
Applying the base case to the k ´ 1-th and k-th coordinate, this implies for all j ă k ď N that
(A.4) }x´ πk´1y}8 ě }x´ pτk ˝ πk´1qy}8 “ }x´ πky}8.
By iterating (A.4), we obtain that
(A.5) }x´ πy}8 ě }x´ πNy}8.
Since πN pNq “ N , (A.5) and Case 1 imply the desired estimate (A.2). 
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After these preparations, we can now prove the desired properties of covers.
Proof of Lemma 3.3: We first prove (i). Without accounting for the permutation invariance of the
centers, we only obtain #CL,ℓ ď #Λ
pNq
L px0q ď N !p2L`1q
Nd. However, since Λ
pNq
l pa1q “ Λ
pNq
l pa2q
if (and only if) a1 “ πa2 for some π P SN , it holds that
(A.6) #CL,ℓ ď
!
a P Zd : }a´ x0}8 ď L
)
ď p2L` 1qNd.
It remains to prove (ii). We let x P ΛLpbq. By the permutation invariance of (3.2), both in terms
of the center and the set itself, we can assume that x and b are non-decreasing. If dSpb,xq “
}b´ x}8 ď L´ ℓ, we can simply choose a :“ x P ΞL,ℓ. Unfortunately, if L´ ℓ ă }b´ x}8 ď L,
then x R ΞL,ℓ and this choice is not admissible. Instead, we then choose a as the truncation of x
with respect to b, i.e., we define
aj :“ bj ` signpxj ´ bjq ¨minp|xj ´ bj|, L´ ℓq.
An equivalent expression is given by
aj “ maxpbj ´ pL´ ℓq,minpxj , bj ` pL´ ℓqqq.
Since both x and b are non-decreasing, a is also non-decreasing. We now want to show that
x P Λ
ΛLpbq,ℓ
ℓ paq, which is equivalent to proving that
(A.7) y P ΛLpbqzΛℓpaq ùñ dSpy,xq ą ℓ.
Using Lemma A.2, we have for any y P ΛLpbqzΛℓpaq that
(A.8) dSpx,yq “ }x´ py}8, dSpb, pyq “ }b´ py}8 ď L, and dSpa,yq “ }a´ py}8 ą ℓ.
We may therefore replace y in (A.7) by py, and thus assume that y is non-decreasing. After this
reduction, it remains to prove for all (non-decreasing) y P ZN that
(A.9) }y ´ b}8 ď L, }y´ a}8 ą ℓ ùñ }y´ x}8 ą ℓ.
To prove (A.9), let 1 ď j ď N be such that |yj ´ aj | ą ℓ. If |xj ´ bj| ď L´ ℓ, then aj “ xj and
hence |yj ´ xj| ą ℓ. If |xj ´ bj | ą L´ ℓ, we assume without loss of generality that xj ą bj `L´ ℓ.
Then, aj “ bj `L´ ℓ. Since |yj ´ aj| ą ℓ and yj ď bj `L, it follows that yj ă aj ´ ℓ. This implies
xj ´ yj ą xj ´ paj ´ ℓq ě ℓ.
A visualization of the last step is provided in Figure A.1. 
Remark A.3. The most severe difficulty in extending the covering lemma to spatial dimensions
d ě 2 lies in the analog of (A.8). In one spatial dimension, the symmetrized distance of y and a,b,
or x is realized by the same permutation, namely the non-decreasing rearrangement. Unfortunately,
this does not seem to hold in dimensions d ě 2 and the different symmetrized distance may be
realized by different permutations. This dramatically increases the geometric complexity behind the
covering lemma.
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R
bj bj ` Lajaj ´ ℓ xj
yj | ¨ ´aj| ď ℓ ą bj ` L
Figure A.1. This figure illustrates the last step in the proof of Lemma 3.3. The two
conditions |yj ´ aj | ą ℓ and |yj ´ bj | ď L imply that yj cannot lie inside the red areas.
The remaining possible values of yj, which are displayed in green, are at a distance greater
than ℓ from xj .
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